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Trust across boundaries
What is it, why does it matter, and how to build and maintain it?
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1. Where does trust come from - competence and character

Two types of trust:
● Cognitive trust is how confident a 

person feels about a person’s 
technical ability to do the job.

● Affective trust depends on 
feelings of care, concern and 
empathy for one another. 
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“Trust is equal parts competence and character... You can look at any leadership failure, 
and it's always a failure of one or the other.”― Stephen M.R. Covey, The Speed of Trust
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performance

fairness

transparency

https://www.investorsinpeople.com/knowledge/leadership-skills-trust/
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1. What is trust - breaking it down further: BRAVING

Boundaries Setting boundaries is making clear what’s okay and what’s not 
okay, and why. Clarity and structure are key.

Reliability We do what we say you’ll do, we don’t over promise and we 
balance different priorities as committed. 

Vault Confidentiality and confidence is maintained between us 

Accountability Owning up to mistakes, apologising and trying to fix them.

Integrity Being clear what our respective values are, and sticking to 
them/respecting them even when it’s not comfortable to do so.

Non-judgement Knowing that we can ask for what we need from each other, 
without worry about what the other will think or say.

Generosity Generous interpretations to intentions, words, and actions. 
Not jumping to negative conclusions.

Brene Brown
highlights the 
components of 
trust using the 
acronym 
BRAVING. 

Breaking it down  
allows us to 
understand why 
we do and do not 
trust others, and 
also allows us to 
reflect on how we 
can contribute to 
building and 
maintaining trust.
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https://brenebrown.com/videos/anatomy-trust-video/
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2. Why does trust matter? Underpins a shift to system 
i.e. cross boundaries, leadership
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2. Why does trust matter? Underpins effective collaborations 

8 characteristics of High Performing Collaborations

“Each of us and every profession and every institution needs trust. We need it because we 
have to be able to rely on others acting as they say that they will, and because we need 
others to accept that we will act as we say we will” - Baroness Onora O’Neill



3. Why does trust matter in SEL? From trust to trustworthiness 
and moving beyond peer to peer collaboration silos

But… And…
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3. How to build and maintain it? 

7
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4. How can you build and maintain trust and trustworthiness? 
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● Intentionally build social and professional 
relationships (even while apart)

● See and develop/work with the whole person -
develop a Manual of Me/Us

● Get skilled at listening to understand, not respond 
● Be vulnerable with colleagues - what worries you, 

what have you got wrong?
● Start every meeting with a ‘Check In’ 
● Don’t break confidence…”I am a person who 

maintains confidentiality”
● Establish values publicly and stick with them
● Be trustworthy in meetings…loss of trust is 

accelerated online through micro behaviours
● Get skilled in having courageous conversations - with 

non-judgement and generosity
An immediate action today

● Take part in our upcoming Connect Five challenge

● Have a BRAVING workshop/conversation
● Establish clear boundaries and structures up front
● Become “I am a person who is reliable” and follow 

through on any promises (avoid over promising) ask 
three questions:

○ “Am I following through on what I promised?
○ Am I being vulnerable in admitting my mistakes? 
○ Am I explaining why we’re doing certain things 

and in this way?”
● Get a little bit RACI. No slopey shoulders
● Recognise and celebrate success/excellence or 

learning
● Set Goldilocks objectives/tasks
● Direct, don’t control
● Shared agreement on priorities/projects to work on
● Communicate, communicate and…
● Get skilled at disagreeing well

Competence Character

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1BP4ON-sZYb85crMGg-McN5albP-8UfHIeMEK6bVls1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.manualof.me/
https://actbuildchange.com/blog/were-losing-our-ability-to-listen-how-to-find-your-ears-again/?cn-reloaded=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IyUWha7FA3mGX-Rbit8R988926PQuLJt_BnVCs-bKes/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1BP4ON-sZYb85crMGg-McN5albP-8UfHIeMEK6bVls1g/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JM2tfM8PwIkL9TarflNHJdVp_OY6yN73r4ufAZWcxas/edit?usp=sharing
https://brenebrown.com/resources/the-braving-inventory/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hG1NxaqueNEM2OvU8Vwk2BnxvgjgWrYj0VTBSYi0kT0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hG1NxaqueNEM2OvU8Vwk2BnxvgjgWrYj0VTBSYi0kT0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JuiNgCsipwX2gmC0t4z7mdk-vW3hrE5E1vFGQkTeKHM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JM2tfM8PwIkL9TarflNHJdVp_OY6yN73r4ufAZWcxas/edit
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Resources 

Onora O’Neil – A Question of Trust: Listen to the Reith Lectures on the BBC

Stephen MR Covey - The Speed of Trust

The Braving Inventory

Leadership Skills: the two types of trust and why you need both

Adam Kahane – Collaborating with the Enemy: How to work with people you don’t agree with or like or 
trust

Edelman Trust Barometer

Paul J. Zak - The Neuroscience of Trust

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00ghvd8/episodes/player
https://www.speedoftrust.com/
https://brenebrown.com/resources/the-braving-inventory/
https://www.investorsinpeople.com/knowledge/leadership-skills-trust/
https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/32478572-collaborating-with-the-enemy
https://www.edelman.com/trust/2021-trust-barometer
https://www.emcleaders.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/hbr-neuroscience-of-trust.pdf
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Annexes
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1. What is trust (and what is it not?)
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2. Why does trust matter? Allows us to function and thrive 

Paul J Zak “The Neuroscience of Trust”

https://hbr.org/2017/01/the-neuroscience-of-trust

